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-----------------Traditional philosophers have explored the view that judging could be an act of
the will, influenced in part by a former act of willful attention selecting those
aspects of the matter to be used as premisses. Conceiving, imagining, willing,
planning, reasoning, dreaming, as well as desiring, have been also taken to belong
to the extension of mental acts. This proliferation calls for some clarification. What
are the conditions that should be taken as constitutive of a mental act ? Among the
mental processes quoted above, only a subset can be clearly categorized as doings;
others seem to be uncontrolled mental happenings, while still others seem to belong
to one or the other class depending on circumstances. The goal of this paper is
twofold. The first is to offer a definition of a mental act, that could help individuate
a natural class of processes (with a common set of properties) across various
mental functions. This wide-ranging definition will in turn clarify the notion of selfmonitoring, and some important issues related to the acquisition of a theory of
mind. The second is to defend the explanatory role of mental acts against two
objections. One is Gilbert Ryle's contention that postulating mental acts leads to
infinite regress. The other is a different although related difficulty, which I will
name the access puzzle : How can the mind already know how to act in order to
reach some desirable result ? I will show that a definition of a mental act which
includes a proper analysis of the concept of a mental operation is able to overcome
both difficulties while preserving its domain of application. We will therefore have
to proceed by steps : a first attempt at defining mental acts will be made. Examining
the difficulties will lead to a more detailed and hopefully more adequate analysis.

1 I thank Jérôme Dokic, Pierre Livet, Chris Peacocke, Nenad Miscevic, François Recanati,
Georges Rey for their suggestions on a previous version of the present paper.
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A - What is a mental act : first attempt at a definition
In standard theories of action such as Davidson's, action in general involves (a)
having a proattitude toward a certain result or state of affairs that is believed to be
within reach, and (b) believing that there is some particular behavior that will help
to accomplish it. According to Davidson, the proattitude and the corresponding
belief constitute the reason to act which in turn causes the action.
Theories of action can be constrasted on the basis of their underlying concept of
anevent : if an event is to be an instanciated property (in space and time), then a
single movement allows performing many actions at the same time (as defended by
Goldman, 1970) : Gavrilo Princip contracts his index, pulls the trigger, shoots the
gun, kills Pierre de Serbie, starts the First World War, ruins Paul's grand father. For
simplicity, Davidson's extensional view of events will rather be adopted here : an
event is some connected spatio-temporal region that has causally relevant bounds.
For Davidson, all the preceding descriptions hold of a single action, and a single
event : contracting his index; by contracting his index, everything else causally
followed in a chain of related events. (1980, 56). The particular event constituting
the basic action can thus be described with the help of whatever consequences it did
have, although as an event it does not coincide with its causal effects (Davidson,
1980, 58). A basic description in this scheme is one which resists another
explanation in terms of 'by' : he shoot the gun by pulling the trigger by contracting
his index : but there is nothing else that he did in order to contract his index2. Of
course, some neurophysiological event happened in his motor cortex when he
contracted his index, but this event is not under his direct control and forms no part
in his intention to act. Now how can one specify this well-known analysis of
intentional action to apply it to mental action ?
First how should mental be generally understood ? By mental, will be meant here
the property of being part of a representational process. Asssuming that
physicalism is true, there will be brain states subserving such a representational
process. Let us note that an ordinary action might be called mental insofar as it is
caused by mental attitudes. But in the general case, the result of an action is some
change in the external world obtained through the use of various tools or other
physical means (including verbal ones) : I acted to paint a wall, to cast my ballot, to
win the elections. As Searle puts it, an action has a mind-to-world direction of fit
(Searle, 1983). To make an action strictly mental, one might think of two additional
2
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conditions: The goal of an action might be confined to some mental-representational
property, and further, the instrument of an action (the relation by) might be
restricted to mental/cerebral activities.
As a matter of fact, the two conditions are independent from each other. You might
have a physical goal and use only mental means (you could try to kill or cure
someone by manipulating her beliefs). You might have a mental goal and use
physical means (e.g. try to make someone love you by putting some love potion in
her glass ; or as Pascal recommends, you can kneel down and prey in order to
induce religious faith in yourself).
As I will use the term, a mental act is defined on the basis of its goal, which has to
do with mental events, mental states or mental dispositions. I will leave it open
whether instruments should be kept mental, or should be extended to various
cognitive aids, such as computers, paper and pen, etc. My definition of mental acts
will thus supplement the general definition of an action with the conditions (i) and
(ii) :
i) the intentional content of a mental action is [that particular mental events,
mental states or mental dispositions obtain as a causal consequence of the
corresponding belief and desire].
ii) the mental events, mental states or mental dispositions to be obtained belong
to the very subject who forms the corresponding intention.
Condition (i) specifies the range of intentional contents that qualify an act as
mental. Condition (ii) further restricts the extension of mental acts to "self-directed"
acts. This determination of the natural range of mental acts by (ii) could be
questioned. Why should one not rather offer a more general theory, treating both
self- and other-directed mental acts ? There are two reasons to treat self-directed
mental acts as the relevant category. First, self-directed mental acts play a key role
in psychological explanation at the individual level. Even if one acknowledges the
crucial importance of others in individual skill acquisition and social learning, the
kind of goal-directed activity that occurs in the mind of a person who needs to
achieve some mental property -- in the field sometimes called loosely
"metacognition" -- needs to be understood independently. A second reason is linked
to the empirical fact that a strictly mental act, taken in the restricted sense expressed
above, cannot in normal circumstances, have any direct effects on others.
Another worry might arise about condition (ii), as to how self-conscious the subject
should be when executing a mental action : should condition (ii) be taken to
require that the subject know that one of his own future states is the target of his/her
mental act ; should it have among its conditions of satisfaction that it should be
executed by the subject with the awareness that he/she act on him/herself. ? An
appropriate answer to this worry cannot be given at this early stage of our attempt
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at defining mental acts. We will have to assume that the notion of self does not need
to be explicitly represented by the acting subject for him to perform a mental act.
What is needed is that the subject can, using description or deixis, represent
intentions for securing some definite mental property, and also figure out, at least
in a pragmatic way, that he has specific means to reach it.

Varieties of mental acts
The definition above contrasts mental properties that cannot normally be willingly
obtained3, such as dream contents, with those that can be made an object of the will,
such as paying attention. Most terms for mental processes and activities cut across
this distinction. For example, hearing, seeing, touching, sensing, tasting, smelling
can either be the result of an automatic processing in which the subject's intention
does not play any role, or result from an intentional orientation, i.e. an active effort
involving, more or less, learning and skill. Perceiving attentively needs a
particularly careful analysis, as it constitutes the basic kind of mental act. Before we
turn to it, let us note that we can list the verbs which express mental acts by using
the common procedure known as "the try test". To determine whether some piece of
behavior qualifies as an action, i.e. a controlled movement having some intentional
content, just consider whether it can meaningfully be tried. As a result of the test, it
is obvious that one can try to walk, but, for example, not to faint (one can try to
pretend that one faints, or one can try to absorb a poison that will make you faint).
As is clear from the latter example, the "try test" is not completely tight. A subject
may use indirect means to reach a state that is normally out of his control.
Moreover, a subject may believe wrongly that he can try to deliberately reach some
state which is in fact beyond his control. Therefore people can try -- unsuccessfully
-- to do all kinds of things, which might not qualify as actions. Using the "try test"
implies a decision as to which tryings are doomed, and which are promising.
Restricting the "try test" to mundane examples, we come up with a few
uncontroversial cases : (1) One can try to recall (a date, the circumstances of a battle,
a proper name) ; this kind of mental act is usually named directed recall ; try to read a
mental map, (2) try to understand (a sentence, a line of reasoning, an emotionally
difficult situation), (3) try to control motor output (try to follow a rule, try not to
show anger --or any emotion--; try to be pleasant or helpful, try not to procrastinate,
or try to commit oneself to a given project (4) try to concoct a plan (try to escape,
3
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try to win a game of chess), (5) try to acquire a skill (learning). More controversially,
one can (6) try to like something (try to enjoy Sushi, try to like Wagner, try not to
get bored by minimalist painting). One can try (7) to form intentions or desires of a
certain, desirable kind (on the basis of second order intentions4) Although it is more
controversial, one can try (8) to believe, and even (9) to ignore. All these various
cases belong roughly to three categories of mental actions : those that involve
optimizing reliability (1,2), those that aim at the satisfaction of internal needs
(efficiency : 4,5, pleasure : 6,7), and finally those that subserve more or less directly a
function of social coordination (3,6,7,8,9).
In each case, it seems that mental acts involve optimizing or redirecting to new
targets operations that happen otherwise automatically and without special selfguidance, self-instruction or self-monitoring.
Attention as a mental act
There are several features of attention that are in favor of taking it to be a type of
mental act. It is clear that listening, in contrast to hearing, is a doing. Listening does
not involve only exposition to some external fact, but a voluntary orientation to the
information delivered by perception. Such an orientation involves two major types
of behaviors : one type is mainly physical, and consists in turning one's head,
freezing, "concentrating" as one says on the signal of interest, all things that could
be described functionally as an attempt to improve physically (by bodily posture)
the signal-to-noise ratio. The second type is blocking other possible goal-directed
behaviors : disregarding other perceptual events, (ignoring distractors), stopping
one's current activity, etc. This aspect of attentional behavior could be described
functionally as an attempt to improve mentally (by mental activation) the signal-tonoise ratio. The crucial fact in this respect is that division of mental effort generally leads
to an elevation of internal noise. Whether the subject has a theoretical or a practical grasp on
that fact, he turns out to be able to use this practical knowledge, as part of his knowing how
to behave in an optimal way. Any human being knows how to improve his perception
by monitoring his action appropriately. This knowledge grounds the constrast
between the mere stimulation and the use of sense-organs5 (Armstrong, 1968).
Following Brand (1984), I will call all these types of mental processes "selective
focusing on a certain property". Among them, attention is the best understood. It is
widely acknowledged that attention allows one to stabilize perception and extract
the signal in a way that could not have been achieved without this active
contribution. Therefore we might say that the corresponding mental act has the end
4See
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result of perceiving the sound with the degree of clarity required by current needs,
and that nothing else could have accomplished normally the same kind of result.
How does "perceptual selective focusing" do on the "try" test ? In normal cases,
one does not try to perceive, for example, a house or a face. It is only when it is
difficult to hear or see a signal, either because the sensory receptors are damaged, or
because the external conditions are noisy or performance is hurried, that it makes
sense to say that one tries to perceive. In such a case, securing the perception of a
particular signal requires an active orientation of the perceiver, as well as an active
suppression of all competitors in the sensory content of experience, which is what
so-called selective attention amounts to. As we saw earlier, an interesting feature of
trying is that it may or may not achieve the content of the intention which governs
the trying. I may prick up my ears and still hear nothing. Nevertheless, there is
something that I do, even though I do not hear any better as a consequence of my
trying. I orient my body and "my mind" to some anticipated event as a consequence
of my expectancy (note that expectancy covers both a belief and a desire).
B - Objections to mental acts
Although mental acts are rarely, if ever, questioned in their general structure,
some typical examples of mental act candidates have been claimed to entail
conceptual difficulties, suggesting that the very idea of positing mental acts might
be confused. Among the mental acts that have been subject to critical examination,
the examples of attention and volition are prominent. Attention is a case where a
specific occurrent perception, action or belief is selected for a more careful or
accurate handling. Volition is sometimes taken to be a specific act of willing distinct from intention - through which a bodily part is exerted6. We do not have to
commit ourselves at this point to the existence of a specific kind of mental act, in
particular to the existence of volitions. But we will rather examine the general
arguments underlying these objections.
1- The infinite regress objection
In the background of his well-know anticognitivist strategy, Ryle insists that
heeding is not primarily or essentially a cognitive concept. Against the idea that
there would be a particular act consisting in heeding, he uses the threat of an
infinite regress7 :
6
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"So far from heeding being a sort of inspecting or monitoring, inspecting and monitoring are
themselves special exercises of heed (..) Doing something with heed does not consist in
coupling an executive performance with a piece of theorising, investigating, scrutinizing or
"cognising" ; or else doing anything with heed would involve doing an infinite number of
things with heed" (Ryle, 1949, 137).

This argument is quite close from the other objection he raises against volition:
"So what of volitions themselves ? Are they voluntary or involuntary acts of mind ? Clearly
either answer leads to absurdities. If I cannot help willing to pull the trigger, it would be
absurd to describe my pulling as "voluntary". But if my volition to pull the trigger is
voluntary, in the sense assumed by the theory, then it must issue from a prior volition and
that from another ad infinitum." "(Ryle, 1949, 67)

Ryle suggests that heed is best expressed as an adverb modifying a verb :
carefully, attentively, etc. He considers two different ways in which one could
characterize the contribution of the adverb to the act so characterized. Either we say
that the adverb describes some "hidden concomitant of the operation to which it is
ascribed"; or we say that "it is some merely dispositional property of the agent"
(Ryle, 1949, p. 139).
Both ways of addressing the difficulty, according to Ryle, are bound to fail. The
first type of explanation has to be rejected because accepting it "would be to relapse
into the two-worlds legend". That this is so is a consequence of an implicit claim,
that the adverb adds a property such as awareness to a bodily operation. Now
admitting that awareness plays a particular role in heeding, over and above the
first-order activity that it accompanies, seems to make the admission of a dualist,
mind-body causal regime inevitable. His second reason for rejecting it is the
observation that attention is parasitic on something else : if there are two things
being done simultaneously, why is it that I can't pay attention without doing
something else ? One can very well issue a request without asking a question, and
ask a question without requesting anything. But one cannot attend to something
without doing something else. One cannot purely attend ; one can attend to what
somebody is saying, one can look attentively, read studiously, etc. One could say
that attending is parasitic on the existence of some other activity, mental or physical.
Now, as Ryle bars the option of heed as a separate act concomitant to the
operation it qualifies, he is left with the dispositional view. If attention is
understood as a disposition, it is a permanent property which can be expressed in
certain favorable conditions, but still is unchangeable and not subject to degrees
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with the passing of time8. So if attending is understood in this way, we should be
able to say both that a person is able to attend, and that she does so presently
(without further precision), which is obviously not the case. This dispositional view
thus fares no better than the separate act view with the fact that attention is
essentially linked to some particular activity. Ryle suggests various ways to make
the dispositional view more acceptable, but he admits failing to come up with a
sufficient condition which would single out attention from other dispositions9.
Ryle's objection is a serious one. A philosopher who analyses attention as a
particular act - rather than as a disposition - as well as a partisan of mental acts in
general, have the duty to show how the infinite regress objection might be
overcome.
B - The puzzle of attention : the access puzzle.
The friend of mental acts has a second difficulty to confront. To explain it, I will
take the example of attention, but the same puzzle affects all the various kinds of
mental acts. Every psychologist takes attention to be an active process of selection
"of one out of what seem several simultaneously possible objects or trains of
thought" (James, 1890, vol. I, 404). This quotation stresses two important features of
attention.
First, attention, as well as the other mental acts, operates through selection. For
William James, as in folk psychology, this kind of selection is reached in a deliberate
way. Attention is essentially active, or, in contemporary terms, it is an endogenous
mechanism. One occasionally speaks however of a kind of attention that is
"automatically" captured. You can notice a noise because it is so loud that you
cannot fail to notice it : attentional capture is automatic., in contrast to the kind of
latitude of choice that is open to selective attention. Automatic attention, an
exogeneous mechanism, is not genuine attention, but it is related to it in some
crucial way, that has to be made explicit.
Second, attention operates, according to James, both on external objects or states
of affairs and on "trains of thought". This duality, again, has to be explained. How is
it that we have an activity that can take all these various contents : listening to a bird
8Habits,

skills, fashions, beliefs, are dispositions whereas buying, screaming, running are events (or
"episodes") : Ryle, (1949, 116).
9Ryle considers that attention could be articulated by a condition such as preparedness ("being
prepared to satisfy some subsequent tests" (p. 139).) But this condition is, he recognizes, by no
means sufficient to characterize attention, as can be seen with other dispositional words with the
same preparedness flavor : dying, immunised, for example. Ryle then adds a counterfactual
dimension to attending : " Being in that frame of mind, he would do the thing he did, as well as, if
required, lots of other things none of which is he stated to have done". (141) But this analysis loses
the psychological character of attention as a selective focussing.
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song, concentrating on the French Revolution, wanting not to forget the doctor's
appointment, scrutinizing one's emotions ?
But this is not the puzzle. Here it is : how can you come to attend to something
before you have perceived or isolated the relevant content ? And if you already have,
why should you spend time and energy doing the same thing again ? How can you
filter out what you believe to be irrelevant as long as you don't know what your
perceptual content is ? How can you make yourself conscious of something you are
not yet conscious of ?
Just as is the case for the infinite regress, this "access" puzzle seems to be, in one
form or another, present in all kinds of mental acts10. For example, if we act on
ourselves to believe, we seem to contradict the very notion of a belief as a thing
"which we, as it were, found we had", in Williams' terms.11 If we act on ourselves to
retrieve a memory, how can we know that we will succeed at recuperating a lost
name that presently escapes us ? How can we want to form a desire if we don't have
yet the corresponding desire ? etc. The particular form it takes in attention is the
following : how can I set myself to perceive some external or internal property, if I
don't have yet any cognitive representation of it ?
What distinguishes this puzzle from Ryle's infinite regress, is that in the puzzle,
the content of attention seems to be a precondition for accessing it, whereas in Ryle's
objection, the act of attention itself requires a previous act. Performing such an act
supposes that you have already performed it (as an act-token) (access puzzle) or
that some previous act of the same type was performed (Ryle's puzzle).
Is there a way of releasing a theory of mental acts from the two threats of Ryle's
infinite regress and from the access puzzle ? Such an investigation is well worth it,
for it requires an explanation of basic endogeneous mental dynamics in terms that
makes no allegiance to any homunculus, supervisory self or other ghost in the
machine.
10

This problem should be distinguished from the kind of difficulty associated to what Susan Hurley
(1998, ch.2) calls "the myth of the giving ". The latter problem arises in transcendental accounts
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between agency, consciousness and informational content ; although the author holds the view that
a naturalistic account of intentionality is available or at least within reach (Proust, 1997), this claim is
independent from the specific difficulty involved in the access puzzle (although not independent
from the kind of solution offered to it).
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*
* *
C - Mental acts and mental operations
One key consideration for solving the two associated difficulties consists in
understanding what makes a mental process controlled rather than automatic. As
we noted earlier, in mental action, a thinker controls his own mental activity in
order to allow a certain mental property to be instanciated. This way of talking is
inadequate, because it presupposes that the agent is using his mind as a tool -which is the very difficulty into which we are entangled -, and fails to explain how
the mind can be simultaneously the agent and the tool of the same action. A more
cautious way of expressing this view is to claim that a mental action is one that
exercises control on antecedently uncontrolled mental processing in order to modify
the cognitive properties that are the output of that mental processing. Empirical
theorizing on controlled processes indicates that controlled processing occurs when
the mind has to adjust to changing conditions, whereas automatic processing is
linked to a consistent and durable mapping between stimuli and responses
(Schneider & al. ,1984). A new activity requires control, and will keep requiring it
if the input varies from one trial to the next (where stimuli and responses are
"variably mapped"). A set of contrasting properties help distinguish the two kinds
of processing. Controlled processing requires conscious awareness of the task (the
content of working memory is conscious) ; it competes for resources with other
types of current processing, and is driven by more or less specific goals. Automatic
processing, on the other hand, is effortless, non conscious and tends to become
unintentional. (Schneider et al., 1984, 1-2).
Most mental attitudes appear to be automatic and effortless. One can perceive
something without expecting it or choosing to perceive it; one can also entertain a
memory which presents itself automatically in the conscious mind. One can also
use implicit memories in one's own behavior without being aware of them (Kelley &
Jacoby, 1993). Agency seems absent in all these mental activities, insofar as these
operations do not require a deliberate intention to be carried out. The same hold for
beliefs and desires. First-order belief, desire and recall, as well as judging or
reasoning, are clearly not aiming to obtain a particular mental result. They are
normal mental functions activated by specific stimuli, giving rise to adaptive
changes in epistemic states (memory, categorisation, judgment, evaluation) ; but
these latter states are the result of the normal exercise of the function, rather than
the product of a specific contextual intention. Even in such high-level activities, the
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mind normally processes external outputs and fixes them as new beliefs in an
automatic way, until the processing reaches its endpoint. For this reason, they are
not kinds of mental acts. To have a convenient term to cover all this automatic
mental processing, by way of which a stimulus is memorized, categorised, triggers a
motivational state, etc. , we will call them mental operations.
How then can an operation be defined? 1) Mental operations have an intentional
content, and they have a determinate function, which means that they can be
understood from the point of view of what they help achieving. Typically, an
operation transforms an input into an output according to a certain type of
mechanism in virtue of some functional regularity. For example, following some
activity on the cochlea and in auditory cortex, as well as in neurons from the Broca
area, one hears the word "Could you help me, please ? Or, following certain
perceptual input and background beliefs, some new belief is being "fixed". But at no
point has the thinking agent done anything else ; no particular goal , no antecedent
intentional content, were entertained in those two operations. 2) They are also
unintentional in the sense that they are caused to occur by the interplay of inputs
with functional states, and in particular in the ongoing process of learning , i.e.
perceptions, motivational states and other attitudes that are under no current control.
Which is to say that, 3) as operations, they cannot be deliberately obtained. It could be
suggested that 4) operations are non-conscious, whereas mental acts are; but it can
be suspected that no such sharp division between conscious and unconscious
processes can be offered at this level, and therefore this feature should rather not be
included in a definition.
Most constituents of perceptual processing and learning belong to the class of
mental operations. (the term "mental" allows restricting our inquiry only to those
mechanisms used in processing which involve representational content, to the
exclusion of, e.g., mechanisms for restoring basic level activation in neurons).
Mental operations that are causal in learning are revealed through their effects on
processing. For example, response priming occurs when the adapted response
belongs to the same type as a sequence of antecedent response behaviors : the new
response is "facilitated", i.e. performed more easily and rapidly. When a given type
of stimulus is occurring repeatedly at the same location, there is also a spatial cueing
effect, which facilitates detection and identification of events at the same place, etc12.
12One way of exploring the relationship between a mental act and the underlying mental operations
is to examine the particular act of directed ignoring (Zacks & Hasher, 1994). Inhibition is a
subpersonal process that helps control working memory (another subpersonal mental function). It is
responsible for the so-called negative priming effect, where a subject who has been instructed to
ignore a stimulus in some task will later be delayed in responding to the same stimulus used as a
target. Inhibitory processes have two major contributions to make to selective attention : they help
screen out irrelevant stimuli, and they allow the focus of attention to switch in response to changes
"either in goals or in the structure of information" (Zacks & Hasher, 1994, 244).
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Although these mechanisms clearly have a function (they help an organism take
advantage of regularities in the world), they cannot normally be controlled, at least
not directly, by the agent. One should rather say that in those cases, the
environment controls the perceiving organism. What the agent can do, however, is
rely on them to achieve something else. A useful distinction offered by Jennifer
Hornsby (1980) in the philosophy of action can be transposed to mental acts and
help understand their connection to mental operations.
Hornsby contrasts transitive bodily movements, such as "he raised his arm", with
intransitive bodily movements, such as "his arm raised". Only the former, she
argues, may be the content of an action (his arm could be raised independently of
his intention of raising it, for example in a Penfield-style brain surgery). There is a
further important relation between transitive and intransitive bodily movements.
An action involves a transitive movement, which in turn causes an intransitive one.
As a consequence of his raising his arm, his arm raised.
The important question is to know what exactly can be the causal relation between
a transitive and an intransitive movement. According to Von Wright, "By
performing basic actions, we bring about earlier events in our nervous systems"
(Von Wright, 1971, p.77). Hornsby corrects this point : the events in our nervous
systems do not happen earlier than the corresponding actions ; they are caused, just
like the intransitive movements, by the transitive action being performed (Hornsby,
1980, 22). According to Hornsby, the action of fist clenching results in, but does not
result from a muscle contractionT. "It is the fist's clenching alone (clenching I), not
the action of fist clenchingT which follows on a muscular contraction I" (24).
This explanation may seem to defy naturalism, at least if one understands it as a
claim that causal relevance belongs exclusively to the personal, agent-level where
intentional transitive action develops as opposed to any particular mind-brain
mechanism. But it is perfectly compatible with a naturalistic approach of action if
one adopts a teleological account of action (Wright, 1976, Proust, 1999). In that
etiological-historical framework, it makes perfect sense to say that an agent
performed a muscle contractionI in the course of performing some actionT, and that
the latter caused the former to happen. One could also say that some type of bodily
movementI was recruited as an element of a motor sequence able to produce some
target output (bodily movementT), which explains that a token of movementI was
caused to occur in the course of actionT.
Now just as an intransitive movement can be caused by the corresponding
transitive movement, some mental operation can be activated by the corresponding
mental action. It does not turn the mental operation into an action. But the
teleological nature of action explains how an agent can activate certain operations
which have been previously responsible for reaching certain goals when she
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entertains again the same goal. Learning causes the same operation to be activated
in a mental action whenever a certain kind of intention arises, just as, in physical
actions, a group of muscles is activated whenever a certain type of object has to be
grasped.
Although the subject does not know what the necessary operations are and what
they exactly do, she knows how to do things and she also knows that she relies on
dedicated operations to achieve them (like remembering where the bookstore is
located). Just as the subject walks without knowing anything about her motor
system, she uses mental operations without knowing anything about her functional
system. But she is somehow familiar with hermemory capacity, her planning
facility, her perceptual system, etc. Everyone is apt to, and even constantly busy at
judging one's own performances in all the various parts of functional capacities
which constitute a mind. One must be able to judge the adequacy of a particular
response in order to correct it ("retrospective monitoring", Nelson & Narens, 1996) ,
to evaluate one's capacity to adequately respond ("prospective monitoring"). One
also needs to know whether something will be easy to learn, or some strategy
should be used instead of another to make learning easiest ("ease of learning"
judgments). One finally must be able to decide whether one will be in a subsequent
test able to remember an item not currently recallable ("feeling of knowing"
judgments) or presently available in memory ("judgments of learning"). The domain
called metacognition provides to the mind the resources needed to launch controlled
mental acts.
Now one can ask how it is at all possible that a mental act should control what seems
inherently out of control, i.e. mental operations. To put the question differently, how
is it possible to "use operations as means for other goals"? Or, in Ribot's words, "How
can art constrain nature for its own sake ?"
The mechanism of voluntary attention: take the natural motives, turn them away from their
direct goals, use them (if possible) as means for other goals. Art constrains nature for its own
sake. (Ribot, 1889, 53).

Ribot's answer is that the brain has acquired, in the course of evolution, an
instrument for achieving such a result ; it is a specific function, which is conscious,
deliberate, flexible, context sensitive, resource consuming : selective focusing. The
brain cannot invent free ways of doing things at will. But it can make its own
functioning more efficient by priming those mental operations which are currently
more useful than others. Now as we saw earlier, selective focusing is the prototype
of a mental action. It can be willed, believed to be necessary (under some
description), planned, tried, failed, regretted, recognized or denied, performed with
brio or poorly, ordered or advised.
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I will shortly spell out the conditions which jointly constitute performance of such
a mental act type. Before that, the relation at the core of the notion of a mental act,
namely the relation of a mental property being contingent on some other mental
property, needs to be spelled out. This relation will be a major ingredient in our
solution to the two paradoxes exposed above.
The relation of contingency between mental properties.
First, let us recall that mental properties are content properties. The content of a
mental state has the form ( X with F), where X is some external or internal object or
event, and F is some dynamic, transitory or stable property of X. These contents do
not have to have a propositional format or involve the use of concepts. Perceptual
content as well as propositional attitude contents, will be considered as mental
content.
One will say that an action is contingent on another action, or on a mental
operation, when the former cannot be performed unless the other can, while the
converse is not true. For example, one cannot switch on the light if one cannot
move one's limbs ; similarly, one cannot direct one's perception to a property in
some modality if one does not have the ability to perceive properties in that
modality. By extension, one can say that one mental operation is contingent on
another mental operation if the first can be executed only if the second is
performed. Analogously, we will say that a mental property I is contingent on a
mental property J if one cannot possess I without possessing J. Mental properties
which are not contingent on any other mental property are elementary. Non
elementary mental properties are said to be derived.
The definition given above of a mental property being contingent on another is
ambiguous as to whether it is intended in a dispositional, a causal, or a
mereological sense. i) Contingency can be understood in developmental terms:
one cannot, for example, teach arithmetic to a child who has not reached a certain
level in speaking and writing; or a theory of mind cannot be grasped by a child who
does not master joint attention. A complex operation presupposes a mastery of the
so-called precursors of the corresponding ability. Here dispositions are concerned. ii)
Contingency can also be understood in a non-dispositional, but in more directly
causal or functional terms : for example the paint cannot hold unless the surface is
clean. One cannot remember "from the inside" what one did not observe. iii)
Finally contingency can be understood as constituent or mereological contingency :
you can't have a whole if you don't have the parts. You cannot run if you cannot
walk. You cannot sing in tune if you cannot sing. In a way, this sense of contingency
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generalizes the dispositional sense; it is the sense which will be relevant for our
analysis.
Now let us remember Ryle's objection to mental acts. In one interpretation of his
objection, performing a mental act would presuppose performing another mental
act. In other words, each postulated mental act - whether volition or attention would have to be contingent on some other mental act. Each attentional act should
be made possible by a former heeding, each volitional act by a former volition ad
infinitum. One way to block Ryle's objection is to show that attention, in virtue of its
own structure, has to havederived properties, and not elementary ones, as its
intentional content.
The puzzle of attention, on the other hand, was the following : how can I heed a
property that I did not yet perceive ? And if I did perceive it, why is it that I need to
pay attention to it ? When I pay attention to something, what is it that I acquire, if
not the property that caught my attention in the first place ? And then, what is the
benefit of paying attention ?
Now the solution, put in ordinary words, seems obvious. In what I will call a
"basic act of attention", there are two parts. The first is a "passive", uncontrolled,
registering of some content. This part includes constituents which are tokens of
mental operations, like hearing my first name in a conversation at a cocktail party.
The second is the active attempt at grasping some particular property connected
with the content registered, i.e. some new mental property contingent on the former
(for example, by way of some antecedent learning).
One could generalize this solution for the attention puzzle, and propose that the
access-puzzle may also be solved in the same way. In a mental act, the proposal
goes, intentional content necessarily has the following properties :
1) The mental property that is the intentional object of a mental act does not coincide with
any presently available mental property.
2) The mental property that is the intentional object of a mental act is contingent on (at
least) another mental property that can be either elementary or derived.
The first claim seems not very controversial. It instantiates the principle of
rationality, requiring not to spend further resources for a benefit already gathered.
The second claim is much more difficult to substantiate. It is worth trying to
establish it, for it is the key to a solution of both puzzles. The claim to be argued for is
that attention is an act that brings something new relative to some former operation, but
that it is brought about and made possible in part by the existence of such a former
operation.
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I will first explain the second part of the second claim, by using the familiar
examples. I can use my attention on the basis of a former expectancy : in that case,
the mental property that I aim at acquiring (for example, perceiving the color of
John's tie) is contingent on my expectancy (John wearing a tie, the color of which I
need to know). My expectancy causes my perception to be directed to that part of John's
apparel. In the case of an automatic capture of my vigilance, on the other hand, as in
the cocktail party effect, when I hear my proper name and, as a result, turn my
covert attention to the corresponding conversation, I act on the basis of a former
mental operation which is non-voluntary, uncontrolled, and stimulus driven : my
name just popped to my ears ; then, I orient my body or at least, my undivided
attention to the conversation in order to know in which context my name was
uttered. The link between the property which is the output of the mental operation
of automatic auditory capture of my name and my doing something (orienting my
attention covertly to the conversation of interest), is again causal, because hearing
of my own name ( on the background of my other beliefs and motivations)
immediately activates my desire to know more about what is being said about me.
Now my task is not only to show that claim 2 holds in most mental actions, but
that it holds necessarily. How can one show that ? There are two traditional ways to
proceed. One consists in using evolutionary arguments, while the other consists in
invoking developmental facts. Both ways will understand "contingency" in the
dispositional sense. As an example of the first strategy, Théodule Ribot as we saw
earlier, hypothesized that "art constrains nature for its own sake ". Initially, animals
were equipped with reflex mechanisms, in particular of the kind named "interrupts"
in A.I., like freezing. The animal automatically stops doing what he does currently
when he hears some unfamiliar noise. Later in phylogeny, the animals acquire the
capacity of obtaining at will the type of effect that was obtained initially as a result
of a blind reflex. The idea is thus that as a disposition, attention was first an
exogenous disposition, and then became an endogeneous one, by courtesy of
evolutionary history.
The developmental story goes exactly parallel to the phylogenetic history, (with
the possible, if controversial justification that ontogenesis recapitulates
phylogenesis). Babies first experience the world passively; they later become able
to reproduce useful effects, and thus to perform actions where they were only able
at first to collect perceptions by stimulus-driven behaviors. They also
simultaneously develop an ability to inhibit inappropriate behaviors.
These stories are certainly correct. They make it a point of empirical truth that this
should be the case. Another suggestion would consist in using the "mereological"
sense of contingency to make a stronger point. In all valid definitions for an actionNovember 9, 2011
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whether mental or physical-, an action is necessarily contingent on mental
properties that may, but don't have to be, the result of some previous mental
action, in the sense that the whole process of action has to contain mental
operations. Mental operations are necessarily the basic constituents of mental
actions, and even may be said to be their instrumental components, just as they are,
along with their external counterparts, - bodily movements -, the instrumental
components of physical action. As noted earlier, beliefs and desires, - which are, in
Davidson's analysis, the constituents of a reason to act causing an action- , are
indeed mental operations. Perceptual belief, for example, has had its content
determined by some perception along with some relevant categorization,
independently of any intention of the perceiver and outside of his control.
Perceiving a bird song, recognizing this song as a black bird's, along with the desire
of hearing more of it, and of learning the particular pattern of that bird song, may
lead one to stop and listen for several minutes. The whole process includes many
sub-mechanisms, such as auditory flow-analysis, response priming effect, episodic
and semantic memory retrieval, motivational associations, working memory for
short-term planning, long-term planning (including in turn reasoning, memory,
evaluations) etc. If a subject did not have the practical mastery of these operations,
she would be unable to determine mental goals selectively and maintain them
active until successful achievement of the intention. Indeed, in the teleological
analysis of action summarized above, to have a goal presupposes that some
association between an identifiable process and a desired effect is already
established. The set of established cycles of mental operation-mental effects builds
up a kind of mental action repertory in which a subject can draw according to
his/her present circumstances to control and reorient his/her own mental contents.
To summarize the preceding discussion, a clarification of the respective role of
mental operations and mental intentions allows for the release of mental actions
from the grip of the two paradoxes above. The following definition for a mental act
shows how :
S accomplishes the mental act of A-ing that results in the property of [X
having F] iff,
1) there exists at t some occurrent mental operation of type O in S with the
content property [M having N] (S in operational state O that M with N).
2) S has at t an occurrent proattitude toward attaining some other mental
property [X having F].
3) S knows how to acquire property [X having F] if there is O with [M
having N].
4) S's proattitude and know how tend to cause S to acquire [X having F].
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5) The causal link expressed in 4 is not deviant.

Indeed when one scrutinizes the constituents of an action as spelled out in 1
through 4, one finds operations everywhere, and nowhere is "an agent" or his
"action" to be seen as a causal constituent. A mental action is just a particular way of
having operations combined in order to let control emerge from their very
combination. Therefore the effect-theories of attention are compatible with this
definition.
In this definition, the constituents of "a reason to heed" are, as is usual for action, a
proattitude toward a goal and a belief that something is the right thing to do to
reach that goal ; the relevant belief, however, belongs to the practical rather than to
the theoretical domain : it is a know-how which does not need to be conceptually
grasped. The proattitude articulated in 2 is a motivational or conative component
that may be rather loosely determined. For example, in the cocktail party case, the
guest is interested in knowing what gossips are circulating about herself. She wants
to listen in order to know, and she concentrates her attention in order to hear what
is said. There is a variety of other behaviors that would also help her reach her goal,
although none would present all the advantages offered by covert attention.
Instead of claiming that she believes that an act of covert attention should be used to
reach her goal, it may be suggested that she simply knows how to reach some mental
property by way of (what is in fact) covert attention.
This use of know-how is meant to emphasize that a subject often uses his
attentional competences without even recognizing in which particular way she
proceeds. She just appreciates what she can do in a given situation, on the basis of
former learning. As a result of a long sequence of antecedent analogous "mental"
situations, the subject has acquired various mental routines allowing her to obtain a
determinate mental property. In other terms, she "knows-how to set herself in a
position to perceive (remember, enjoy etc.) something" according to various learnt
rules.
How reflexive is an attentional act ?
A reason to avoid the vocabulary of "setting oneself to acquire a property" is that
there does not need to be any explicit reflexivity in a mental action, despite the
surface structure of the idea of "causing oneself to acquire a property". In his
Intending and Acting (1984), Miles Brand suggests an analysis of selective
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consideration as a type of mental action13. In the analysis he offers, listening to a
conversation is "putting oneself in the position to listen". I will fully quote his
definition for directing one's perception :
"Let us say that person S directed his perception to X's being F if : (i) S set himself to acquire
the property of being in a position to perceive x's being F, and (ii) S's having set himself to
acquire the property of being in a position to perceive x's being F caused his having perceived
x and F." (Brand, 1984,110).

Now this account tells you nothing of the situation which prompted S to direct
his perception to X with property F. Without any clue on the operation on which
this directing is conditional, it becomes mysterious how S first wants to, then
finally comes to perceive what she sets herself to perceive. This omission saves the
trouble of making explicit the puzzle of wanting to acquire what is presently under
no control.
But more to the point, this account explicitly brings reflexivity into the picture.
Myles Brand insists that this selective considering involves a de se attitude. Richard
desires of himself to be sun-tanned is not equivalent to Richard desires of Richard to
be sun-tanned. "Of himself" indicates both that Richard's attitude is self-directed
and that the subject "is cognizant" that this is the case (Brand, 1984, 101)14."Himself"
in "setting himself to perceive" is the same entity as the person who finally acquires
the property of perceiving : he knows of himself that it is the case that he wants to
perceive X and that he can act to perceive X.
This analysis is derived from Chisholms's explanation of what it is to perceive.
"What one perceives, writes Chisholm, is not merely something red or something
round, but that something red or something round stands in a certain relation to
oneself ." (Chisholm, 1981, 95). According to Chisholm, the properties that are
ascribed to things in perception are "self-presenting" in the sense that having them
implies necessarily the capacity of recognizing that one has them (cf. p. 80). The
word "I" has no speaker meaning. But it has an object, or a referent. The subject
13His

analysis differs from the present one : he says that it is a thin action, "not intentional", and close
to a "reflex action". But we don't need to take these divergences into account here.
14My account diverges from Myles Brand's on four substantial issues. First, the account he presents
in (1984) insufficiently contrasts the case of perceiving vs attending, or focusing on abstract entities
(conceiving) vs managing to conceive, and accordingly does not use the distinction between mental
operation and mental act. Second, his account of de re attitudes is a bit confused : "De re attitudes
toward abstract entities cannot be explained by causal laws alone", he writes : mental representations
of abstract entities are taken to involve active attending. I disagree : there can be mental
representation of abstract entities in unreflective, unattended ways. Third, the discussion of de re vs
de dicto attitudes would be clearer in terms of referential vs attributive uses of the properties that
one sets oneself to acquire : I can want to recall anything that happened, or have a particular recall
content. This distinguishes memory from phantasm. I can also want to believe anything that is true
of x : for example, that it is G or not G ; I also may want to believe that x is G, although this
contradicts the normal functioning of belief as a truth-directed attitude. Fourthly, I do not think
plausible to say that the objects of attitudes, in the wide sense of attitude here involved, "are
sentences in the language of thought" (117).
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directly attributes a property to himself, that of having, for example, perceptual
property P. And direct attribution of F entails necessarily the identity of the x who
makes the direct attribution and of the y that is being attributed F (43). Thus
Chisholm secures the logical necessity of the association between privileged access
and the use of first-person pronoun.
For a naturalist philosopher with a reductionist inclination toward selfhood, an
advantage of Chisholm's analysis is that the self is not part of the content of direct
attributions; it is therefore not part of the proposition that is entertained. But still it
is the object of these attributions, and such a claim constitutes an enormous demand
on a mind able to consider and to perceive. It seems indeed perfectly possible that
an animal have a perceptual belief, and still lack the disposition of considering
himself as having it, and of forming the belief that he has it.
If we now turn to the explanation of mental actions (and of attentional acts) given
above, we also have a problem of maintaining the reflexive identity of the different
S-tokens that occur in the definition. It is, it seems, only by virtue of what
Chisholm called an "emphatic"15 sense of reflexive identity, that one can say that
one changed one's own mind or directed one's own perception.This presents a
problem, in particular if we want to give an account of mental acts that applies to
non-human animals. In the case of non-human primates, for example, it seems to
be the case both that these animals are able to orient deliberately their attention,
and that they don't have a concept of themselves.
Fortunately, there is a way in which we can dispense altogether with the reflexive,
in our definition of "setting oneself to acquire a mental property". In an influential
paper entitled "Thought without representation", John Perry shows that a feature of
thought that is nomically tied to a family of beliefs (like "here" in "it is raining", or
"me" in "a ball comes to me") is not usually represented in the corresponding
mental state ; the fact that supplies the needed coordination between the belief and
its object is external to the belief : it is the nomic fact that I am the one who perceives
the ball and should duck for my safety, and that it is here that it is worth saying that
it rains. "The belief need only have the burden of registering differences in my
environment, and not the burden of identifying the person about whose relation to
the environment perception gives information with the person whose action it
guides" (Perry, 1993, p. 219).
We do have capacities for setting ourselves to perceive, to form opinions, to
desire, to recall memories. But none of these requires that we master an explicit
concept of the self. To act mentally, it is sufficient to be able to use internal feedback
by controlling mental operations with others in a directed way. The fact that our
15

Chisholm (1981), p. 24.
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capacity to direct mental operations is restricted to our own, plus the fact that our
reasons to act are also our own, make the notion of mental reflexivity functionally
superfluous at this point.16
Conclusion
Our problem was to defend the view that attentional processes, and more
generally, mental acts can be hypothesised without falling prey to Ryle's infinite
regress objection and to the access puzzle. The definition above dissolves the
access puzzle by showing that the intentional content of a mental act is functionally
related to the content or property of a corresponding mental operation. The latter
triggers both the motivation to act mentally and the capacity to do so, by using an
established know-how. This independence of the motivational and epistemic
content of the triggering mental operation with respect to the final mental act
content explains how a subject can wish and is in a position to attain a mental
property which he presently fails to have.
By the same token, it responds to the infinite regress threat : if any mental act
presupposes that a certain mental property is delivered by a triggering mental
operation, then mental acts depend asymmetrically on mental operations. A mental
act does not require a second order mental act, but it does require a specific mental
operation with the associated motivations, and memorized executive links. No
mental action can be performed unless there is some operation on which that action
is contingent.
My argument would beg the question if the reason advanced was that
postulating elementary properties prevents circularity or regress in the analysis of
mental action. My argument instead consisted in showing that action in general is
defined in terms that necessarily require the preexistence of mental operations.
Action itself is nothing else than a sequence of mental operations, and no
embedding of further actions would allow to do away with operations. On the
16

Another suggestion would be that self-consciousness in mental acts might be involved through a
non-conceptual kind of content, as is claimed by Susan Hurley concerning self-consciousness in
agency (Hurley, 1998, 136 sq). I agree with Susan Hurley that agency provides a non-conceptual
source of self-related content (Proust, 1999). But although agency is a crucial source for nonconceptual information about the self, (through the practical grasp of perspective : see Hurley, 1998,
142, and through the "egocentric dynamical awareness" which an agent experiences when acting : see
Proust 1999), it does not provide any information about an enduring subject of experience, nor about
the self as a thinking individual.These are the senses which might have to articulated if the self had to
be represented for a mental action to be possible (which, I argue, is not the case). A reflexive sense of
self understood in this way cannot be directly gained from any kind of non-conceptual
experience.Whereas acting physically implies a sense of muscular exertion which provides a
nonconceptual experience of one's own body , acting on one's mind does not imply a specific sense of
how a mind looks like "from the inside". Only a social and linguistic training, in my view, allows a
self to emerge explicitly as a reflexive entity.
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contrary, progress in learning favours a contrary disposition: a frequently repeated
stimulus-response association leads to replacing the former action-type with a
corresponding operation-type (i.e. the belief-desire structure allowing the subject to
select a response is replaced by an automatic stimulus-driven behavior). Now is
this replacement itself gained through some mental action ? Clearly not. It is the
effect of a mechanism that allows economy of resources, and that is performed so
to speak in the back of the acting subject's mind.
The present considerations also have implications for consciousness, although it
was not the purpose of the present paper to develop them. One is that selfconsciousness is not presupposed by mental action. The kind of consciousness
involved in mental action is the one related to mental content, as represented by the
various operations involved : beliefs, desires, and the various appreciations of
capacity that are involved in the know-how part of mental action (condition 3).
Certainly, one must be able to "feel" what one is in a position to do to improve a
signal or to concentrate on a task, for example feel the difference between driving
sober and drunk, appreciating the level of vigilance available, etc. We either can
think that these capacities are purely functional, or that they are accompanied with
definite qualia. It seems to be a subject matter for new enquiries whether there can
be a qualitative side of the coin for phenomena related to thinking - such as tip of
the tongue, familiarity judgments or ease of processing judgments - that seem to
inform a subject on the feasability of directed recall for a given token.
It is worth exploring the view that self-awareness could be grounded in the
practical ability to act mentally and in the correlative experience of an inner world
that it provides to a developping mind. What is called "the executive theory" of
theory of mind acquisition proposes that the autistic children's lack of a theory of
mind could derive from a deficit in "self-monitoring". The present notion of a
mental act only generalises the notion of a self-monitoring from the realm of
external actions to internal ones. A proper analysis of metacognition might prove
fruitful to clarify not only the internal preconditions of intentional behavior and
illuminate the traditional thorny issue of volitions, but also help understand some
major psychopathological disorders, such as depression, schizophrenia and autism,
as directly related to mental acts and internal control perturbations.
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